Grammar Test
How I Spent My Summer Vacation
Skill - Describing Words

Skill Reminder:
1. A **describing word** tells about a noun.
2. Some describing words tell about color, size, or shape.

Directions: Circle the describing words that tell about color, size or shape in each sentence.

1. Look at the blue sky.  
2. I found a round rock.
3. The lady drove a red car.  
4. I like to paint small pictures.
5. The cowboy wore a big hat.  
6. My brush is flat.

Directions: Rewrite each sentence, using a describing word. The word in ( ) tells what kind of describing word to use.

7. That table is (shape).

8. The train crossed a (size) river.

9. It was a very (size) train.

10. The leaves on the trees are (color).